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Summary of Oral History Interview with Louis Claret—ENGLISH 
 
Louis Claret, born in 1928 in Paris, France — where he spent his childhood – in a beautiful 
section near the Place de l'Etoile and the Trocadéro Gardens – Rue de Sfax; at the time, the 
French president Albert Lebrun's son was living in the same building, and Louis' family would 
run into him from time to time; the neighbourhood was quite upscale, and Catholic; speaking of 
his father working in a bank; one of eight children — five boys; attending the Sainte-Croix 
school; spending a year in Normandy (between Le Havre and Fécamp) – 1939; his oldest 
brother being called up for military service; another brother was deported and returned from 
Berlin; member of parish Saint-Honoré-d'Eylau; speaking of the political climate of 1936, and of 
Léon Blum; his father buying a TSF (a radio); his family was on the right, politically; his father 
serving in the First World War; fearing Communists; remembering 1938; Paris was very 
protected; speaking of his mother; his father's arrest – kept in prison for several days; his family 
being against the German occupation; Pierre Laval and his collaboration; speaking of the 
demarcation line; seeing refugees from the North – Jews in the region of Montceau near his 
grandparents (1942 or 1943); recalling a Jewish family – the Bernheims; remembering hidden 
Jews from Dijon; speaking of the abbey in Taizé; in Paris, Louis Claret had Jewish classmates – 
recalling the humiliation of seeing them wearing the yellow star; one of his friends was named 
Mareau (a French name); remembering the youth celebration (in the Vélodrome d'Hiver) aimed 
at humiliating Jews with songs, and insults – everyone from the school was required to attend; 
recalling the song "Maréchal, nous voilà!"; never imagining that Pétain could be a collaborator; 
in 1942, Pétain's image started to deteriorate; recalling the terrible anti-Semitic posters in the 
metro station – "People would turn their backs..."; hearing talk of deportations; never hearing 
anti-Semitic talk in his family; recalling the Germans; hearing of Jewish round-ups in Paris; never 
seeing any arrests; the French aware of what was taking place; during the Liberation in 1944, 
Louis was 15 – he and a friend helped the prisoners of war when they arrived at the Hotel 
Lutetia in Paris; very difficult to see the people coming back; Louis and others helped to contact 
their families, and provided transport; learning of people being gassed in camps, and of the 
camp conditions; "When one suffers.....they need the support of others....."; recalling the 
nightmare; helping prisoners of war, but not those deported – not many Jews had returned; the 
difference between prisoners of war and deportees; recalling his time as a scout; not recalling 
collaborators in Paris; remembering the women collaborators being paraded through the 
streets in liberated Paris; speaking of one of his professors at the Lycée Janson-de-Sailly who 
wrote a book entitled "Le Naïf aux 40 enfants" – wherein the professor Mr. Paul Guth spoke of 
Louis Claret's class. 
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